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Cook Oct 18, Thomas H. A veteran thriller and mystery writer of over 20 books, Cook shared his favorite
mystery novels. I went to the Alabama public schools at a time when my English teachers, all but one of
whom was a woman, taught nothing but the classics. They revered the great British and American writers. As
a result, my reading taste has always been guided by the sense that a novel should be a complete work of art,
that action, alone, is not enough, and that it is moral dilemma that ups the ante in crime fiction just as it does in
all other literary forms. For these reasons, the 10 books listed below are all novels that skew toward the
literary. Their plots are character-driven and their action is organic. They have distinct narrative voices and the
sense of place is, as they say, palpable. That said, they are extraordinarily different in time, place, style, voice
and probably in every other way one novel can be technically different from another. In the end, of course, the
relationship between a novel and a reader is one in which one subjectivity confronts another. My choices are
admittedly subjective, with plenty of room for disagreement, but in my view they remain if not the 10 best
mysteries every written, certainly my favorites. It is large and sweeping, with skillfully drawn characters,
lovely passages and absolutely haunting scenes, a fully formed 19th century novel with all the trimmings. The
story is complicated, but it was originally written in serial form, so the story moves forward in carefully
measured steps. Much of what became standard in crime fiction was first done here, so it is not only an
engaging read, but a fundamentally instructive one. A Crime in the Neighborhood by Suzanne Berne - I have
recommended this book many times to all kinds of readers. For me, it is a novel that uses suspense in the best
possible way, not by having a character confront one contrived obstacle after another in a mindless stream of
action, but by creating an atmosphere of deep moral peril in which the culminating tragedy seems as inevitable
as it is, wellâ€¦tragic. It is also one of those books in which the title become completely apt, and very moving,
after one has completed the book. The good news is that the book lives up to the title. This is psychological
suspense for adults, with real people confronting real, and very dark problems. Dimitrios, in life and death, is a
figure of surpassing fascination, his life a tale of struggle and fierce intrigue that I have never forgotten. The
secondary characters are wonderfully drawn. From the moment Charles Latimer meets Colonel Haki and hears
of the mysterious Dimitrios, the reader is returned to the lost Balkan world that flourished between the two
world wars, a boiling cauldron of expediency and deceit that Ambler renders in exquisite detail. It is a story of
two brothers, one a cop, the other a priest, and by following their relationship along the trail of a gruesome
crime, it ultimately becomes one of the most movingly redemptive novels I have ever read. The Eye of the
Beholder by Marc Behm - I read this novel years and years ago, and have never been able to get it out of my
mind. It is a story of obsession, with a private detective called only The Eye who follows a nameless female
serial killer for more than a decade. The Eye is the classically damaged PI, not just solitary, but deeply lonely,
and the woman he pursues is a heartless--yet in some sense comprehensible--hater of men. The macabre dance
of death that becomes their lives is one of the strangest and most intriguing relationships in mystery fiction. A
Simple Plan by Scott Smith - In this wholly realistic novel, two brothers and a friend come upon a crashed
plane in whose shattered ruins they find an enormous sum of money. Before that moment, none of these men
has ever needed to concoct a simple plan to keep and conceal a fortune that quite obviously does not belong
them. In the midst of doing just that, they become criminals, as well as victims of crime. The story builds
steadily as the wages of sin become more and more costly. Here is a classic cautionary tale about the penalty
dishonesty may exact upon ordinary, and largely innocent, human beings. Sneaky People by Thomas Berger This is arguably one of the funniest crime novels ever written. It is set in the s, and its main character is Buddy
Sandifer, a used car dealer who wants one very simple thing: The reason is no less simple. He yearns to live
the rest of his days with Laverne, a woman who on occasion dimly realizes that sleeping with men for money
adds up to prostitution. Part novel of intrigue, part mystery, part love story, The Quiet American remains as
powerful today as when it was first written. Wolfe, may not have committed the crime at all.
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Enter a thrilling world of suspense with our wide selection of mystery and crime books. Discover gripping crime fiction,
cozy mysteries, detective novels, police stories, and more page-turning books you won't be able to put down. Consider
Barnes & NobleÂ® your ultimate destination for mystery and.

The crime of murder is inherently terrifying, which makes these stories part horror fiction and part puzzle.
You can feel the danger of murder looming in the background while also having the satisfaction of solving the
crime in the foreground of the story. The reader knows that in the end, whether or not he or she is caught, the
murderer will at least be identified. Murder mysteries, even the bad ones, are fun. But finding those that
actually stick with you long after reading them, the way any good novel does, can be a bit more complicated.
Here are a few of my favorite murder mystery books that I recommend to friends and, in some cases, have
read more than once yes, even though I already know who did it. As the title suggests, Advani interrogates six
suspects, all very different people with different motives. What the reader gets with this novel is an in-depth
exploration of all of the suspects as well as an exploration of contemporary India itself. One is the murder of a
black lawyer from Chicago and the other is the murder of a local white woman. What follows is an
investigation that stirs up race relations in the small town and forces us as readers to take a disturbing look at
the reality of racism in our contemporary world. The protagonist Darren Matthews is a character who has
complicated feelings surrounding the case for many reasons, which makes him realistic and fascinating.
Rowling writes under a pen name. Of course, we quickly discover that her death was in fact not a suicide but a
murder. Strike is also connected to fame through his estranged rock star father, which makes his involvement
in this high profile case more complicated. While Strike is a fun character to read about, I find his assistant
Robin Ellacott the most compelling. The Dark Lake by Sarah Bailey Small town detective Gemma Woodstock
is shaken by the death of former high school classmate Rosalind Ryan, who was found strangled and floating
in the lake. One of Us is Lying by Karen M. Five students walk into detention, but only four walk out alive.
This is a quick and fun read. If you frequently listen to audiobooks or read e-books, I would highly
recommend considering a hard copy of this particular book, as Pessl includes pictures and documents to create
a more immersive experience for the reader. Additionally, the writing style is dark and disturbing while also
beautiful, which is my personal favorite combination. What are your favorite murder mystery books?
Annotated is kinda like those, but for books. Go here to find out more , or click the image below:
3: 8 Murder Mystery Books That Will Keep You Up All Night | Book Riot
There's something satisfying about the best murder mystery books. The crime of murder is inherently terrifying, which
makes these stories part horror fiction and part puzzle. You can feel the danger of murder looming in the background
while also having the satisfaction of solving the crime in the.

4: The Top Mystery Novels of All Time Mystery Writers of America | Awards | LibraryThing
Discover the best Mystery, Thriller & Suspense in Best Sellers. Find the top most popular items in Amazon Books Best
Sellers.

5: Mystery fiction - Wikipedia
2. A Crime in the Neighborhood by Suzanne Berne - I have recommended this book many times to all kinds of readers.
For me, it is a novel that uses suspense in the best possible way, not by having.

6: New Release Mystery Books
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Online shopping for Books from a great selection of Thrillers & Suspense, Mystery, Crime, General AAS, Authors, A-Z &
more at everyday low prices.

7: Top 25 Best Mystery Books | www.enganchecubano.com
Download Mystery Books for FREE. All formats available for PC, Mac, eBook Readers and other mobile devices. Large
selection and many more categories to choose from.

8: Free Mystery Books & eBooks - Download PDF, ePub, Kindle
In these weeks of midwinter, there's nothing more satisfying than curling up by the fire with a good novel -- and in
particular a good mystery novel, because they somehow seem to keep you the warmest.

9: The Best Mystery Books As Selected by Mystery Writers and Organizations
Mystery Book newsletter is a comprehensive summary of the day's most important blog posts and news articles from the
best Mystery Book websites on the web, and delivered to your email inbox each morning.
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